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Abstract: The activation of N2, CO2 or H2O to energy-rich
products relies on multi-electron transfer reactions, and
consequently it seems desirable to understand the basics of
light-driven accumulation of multiple redox equivalents. Most
of the previously reported molecular acceptors merely allow
the storage of up to two electrons. We report on a terphenyl
compound including two disulfide bridges, which undergoes
four-electron reduction in two separate electrochemical steps,
aided by a combination of potential compression and

inversion. Under visible-light irradiation using the organic
super-electron donor tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene, a cas-
cade of light-induced reaction steps is observed, leading to
the cleavage of both disulfide bonds. Whereas one of them
undergoes extrusion of sulfur to result in a thiophene, the
other disulfide is converted to a dithiolate. These insights
seem relevant to enhance the current fundamental under-
standing of photochemical energy storage.

Introduction

The photoinduced transfer of single electrons in donor–photo-
sensitizer–acceptor compounds has been intensely investigated
in the past decades and is now increasingly well
understood.[1–10] However, for the production of solar fuels from
small molecules such as H2O or CO2, the temporary accumu-
lation and storage of more than one redox equivalent seems
indispensable, yet proves very challenging until now.[11–16] To
gain insight into the basic principles of photoinduced accumu-
lation of redox equivalents, covalent[17–35] as well as non-
covalent[36–38] molecular compounds were investigated from a
fundamental mechanistic perspective. In most of the previously
studied molecular multi-electron acceptors, the second reduc-
tion step is thermodynamically more challenging compared to
the first one, due to electrostatic repulsion between the
accumulating electrons. However, in some systems, the second
reduction step is easier to accomplish than the first, a
phenomenon that is called potential inversion,[39–50] and which

is usually caused by significant structural changes upon two-
electron reduction. Such behavior can be desirable to accumu-
late multiple charge equivalents, because it gives an energetic
preference towards the two-electron rather than the one-
electron reduced product.

A particularly interesting class of compounds showing
potential inversion or two energetically similar reduction
processes (i. e., potential compression) is based on the structural
motif of dibenzo[1,2]dithiin and its bipyridine analogues (Fig-
ure 1).[22,51–59] This electron-acceptor has been used for light-
induced charge accumulation in a molecular heptad comprised
of two RuII-based photosensitizers along with four triarylamine
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Figure 1. A selection of previously reported disulfide-based acceptors
featuring potential inversion (a)[51–53,56,57] and the four-electron acceptor
terph(S2)2 (b). IIIa: M=RuII, L=bpy (n=2). IIIb: M=ReI, L=CO (n=3), Cl
(n=1).
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electron donors and led to the temporary storage of two
electrons on the central dibenzo[1,2]dithiin unit.[22] In separate
studies, a 2,2’-bipyridine-based ligand bearing a disulfide in the
backbone was coordinated to two different metals (RuII and ReI,
compounds III a and III b in Figure 1a), and the redox chemistry
as well as the reactivity of these complexes was
investigated.[52,53,57] However, the previously reported systems
were based on acceptors bearing one single disulfide bond,
thereby enabling the storage of a maximum of two electrons in
the form of a dithiolate. One exception is compound II
(Figure 1), which can undergo a fourfold reduction, however,
two of the electrons are stored on the viologen scaffold,
resulting in the loss of the desired potential inversion for these
two reduction steps.[51] Moreover, compound II has been
investigated so far only by electrochemical means, whereas the
possibility of light-driven charge accumulation has remained
unexplored. Due to their high density of acceptor states,
nanoparticle-based and polyoxometalate systems are often
competent in the accumulation of many electrons,[60–65] but in
organic compounds the accumulation of more than two
electrons has remained comparatively little explored.[20,28,66–69]

Herein, we present electro- and photochemical investiga-
tions of a p-terphenyl-based (bis)disulfide compound that
represents an extension of the known molecular acceptor units
from one to two disulfides (terph(S2)2, Figure 1b), in order to
accumulate up to four electrons.[70] We describe the synthesis of
terph(S2)2, which is then structurally characterized and thor-
oughly investigated in terms of its redox chemistry. Controlled
potential coulometry paired with digital simulations of the
cyclic voltammograms reveal two consecutive two-electron
reduction processes, occurring with potential inversion and
potential compression. Based on these insights, we explore the
photochemical reduction of terph(S2)2 using the strong excited-
state reductant tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TDAE), and we
demonstrate that terph(S2)2 is indeed able to undergo photo-
induced multi-electron reduction via a cascade of different
reaction steps.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and characterization

The bis(disulfide) terph(S2)2 (Scheme 1) was previously prepared
following a different synthetic procedure than we employed in
our work presented here.[70] The previous report did not include
electrochemical studies geared at elucidating potential inver-
sion and multi-electron storage on the terph(S2)2 compound,
and no photochemical investigations were made.

Our synthetic strategy to obtain terph(S2)2 started from 1,4-
dibromo-2,5-dimethoxybenzene (1) and boronic acid pinacol
ester 2 (Scheme 1). Whereas 2 is commercially available, 1 was
obtained by the bromination of 1,4-dimethoxybenzene accord-
ing to a known procedure.[71] Suzuki coupling of 1 and 2 using
Pd(PPh3)4 as the catalyst afforded the methoxy-protected
terphenyl 3, which was deprotected to the tetraol 4 using BBr3.
Reaction of 4 with dimethylcarbamoyl chloride ((CH3)2NC(S)Cl)

in the presence of 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) and
triethylamine (N(Et)3) as a base resulted in the formation of 5 in
moderate yields. Fourfold Newman–Kwart rearrangement of 5
to 6 initially proved to be difficult, because several rearrange-
ment products were observed at the beginning of our studies.
Furthermore, a thiophene species was formed as a by-product,
in line with recent reports.[52] Optimization of the reaction
conditions, i. e., conducting the reaction in a closed microwave
vial with tetradecane as solvent led to an improved yield of
79%. Finally, 6 was deprotected with LiAlH4 generating the free
tetrathiol, which was then converted to bis(disulfide) terph(S2)2
using I2 as an oxidizing agent.

Terph(S2)2 was characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectro-
scopy, as well as by high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS)
and elemental analysis (see SI, page S9). The analytical data are
in good agreement with the previously reported character-
ization of terph(S2)2.

[70] The earlier employed procedure was
based on methyl-protected thiols that can be used for Pd-
catalyzed C� C cross coupling reactions, which can be challeng-
ing with the typical Newman-Kwart compounds, because some
of them seem to interfere with the Pd-based catalytic cycle.[72]

Electrochemistry

All electrochemical measurements were performed in N2-
saturated THF with (nBu4N)(PF6) as supporting electrolyte and
were referenced internally vs. Fc+ /0.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements on terph(S2)2 reveal
two steep reduction processes, with peak potentials of � 1.87 V
(Epc1) and � 2.59 V (Epc2) at a scan rate of 1 V/s (Figure 2). Both
processes exhibit similar currents, indicating that the same
number of electrons is transferred in both waves. The peak
currents of both reduction features Ipc1 and Ipc2 (insets in
Figure 2) increase linearly as a function of the square root of the
scan rate (v1/2), as typically observed for diffusion-controlled
processes.[73] Apart from the reduction waves, a broad reoxida-
tion feature with a peak potential Epa= � 0.84 V is observed after
an initial reductive sweep (red trace in Figure 2a). Importantly,
the peak current of this wave increases when the potential is

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the terphenyl (bis)disulfide key compound terph(S2)2.
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scanned beyond the second reduction process (black trace in
Figure 2a), and we therefore conclude that this feature includes
the reoxidations of both reduction waves. The potential
separations between the individual reduction waves and the
reoxidation feature are large (ΔΕ=1.03 V for the first and ΔΕ=

1.75 V for the second reduction process). This is either indicative
of an irreversible redox process, for example, due to large
structural changes, or an EC mechanism (E=electrochemical
step, C=chemical step), in which an initial electron-transfer
process is followed by a fast chemical reaction.[73] Furthermore,
we observe a small oxidative feature near the second reduction
feature, which gets more significant with decreasing scan rates
and thus likely arises from a follow up-reaction (see below).

Previous reports on related compounds have shown that
the two single-electron reduction events necessary to convert a
given disulfide to its dithiolate form can occur as a single two-
electron wave in cyclic voltammetry,[51–57] and, therefore, we

conducted coulometry experiments to determine the number
of electrons for both reduction waves observable in our
bis(disulfide). At an applied potential between the two reduc-
tion waves, the current decreased to 5% after passing two
charge equivalents (see SI, page S19 and Figure 2b). Subse-
quent coulometry at the potential required for the second
reduction wave led to the injection of two additional charge
equivalents (Figure 2c), thereby confirming our hypothesis that
terph(S2)2 is able to store up to four electrons.

To extract the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of
the two electron transfer processes in terph(S2)2, digital
simulations of the CV data were performed, applying a Butler–
Volmer model over a scan-rate range of 0.1 V/s to 2 V/s.[74] A
selection of representative experimental CV data (black traces)
and corresponding simulated data (red dashed lines) are shown
in Figure 3. Simulations of cyclic voltammograms with several
other potential scan rates as well as with different potential
sweep windows are shown in Figure S17 and Figure S18.

Good simulations were achieved by modeling four consec-
utive irreversible electron transfer events using the minimum
model shown in Scheme S1 with the parameter values
summarized in Table 1. To model the oxidative current, an

Figure 2. Top, a) Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM terph(S2)2 recorded with a
scan rate of 1 V/s. Insets: Plot of the reductive currents (Ipc) of the first (lower
left) and second (upper right) reduction waves vs. the square root of the
scan rate (v1/2). Bottom: Charge vs. time curves of the coulometry experiment
with terph(S2)2 at a potential between the two reduction waves (b) and at a
potential more negative than the second reduction wave (c). The experi-
ments were performed in dry, N2-saturated THF at room temperature with
0.2 M (nBu4N)(PF6) as supporting electrolyte. For details concerning the
coulometry experiments, see the main text and page S19 of the SI.

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM terph(S2)2 in dry, N2-saturated
THF at room temperature with 0.2 M (nBu4N)(PF6) as supporting electrolyte.
Black lines: experimental data; red dashed lines: simulations with the
parameters listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters obtained from the
simulations of the CV data of terph(S2)2 describing the stepwise (n=1–4)
fourfold reduction.

n En/V αn
[a] ks,n

[b]/cms� 1

1 � 1.55 0.65 4 ·10� 5

2 � 1.55 0.70 7 ·10� 6

3 � 1.85 0.55 2 ·10� 8

4 � 1.72 0.50 1 ·10� 9

[a] α is the transfer coefficient, 0<α<1. [b] ks is the electron transfer rate.
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unproductive and slow pseudo-first-order chemical side reac-
tion kc=0.07 s

� 1 of the fourfold reduced terph(S2)2
4� had to be

included, which likely reflects the partial protonation of this
species due to traces of water in the electrolyte solution.[52,56]

Both reduction waves are steep (Figure 3) and the corre-
sponding reoxidation feature is rather broad, pointing towards
a transfer coefficient α of 0.5 or higher, at least for one of the
two electron transfer processes of each observable wave.
Indeed, reasonable simulations were achieved when the α
values of the four individual single electron transfer events (n=

1–4) were set to 0.65, 0.70, 0.55 and 0.50 (Table 1).[53] Transfer
coefficients deviating from 0.5 imply asymmetric transition
states and α values larger than 0.5 have been observed
previously for related disulfide compounds.[51,56,57] The reduc-
tions of terph(S2)2 were all simulated as electrochemically
irreversible processes to account for the large peak to peak
separation, which is indicative for sizeable structural changes
associated with the overall reduction. This is in line with the
fact that in comparable disulfide compounds, the first reducing
equivalent leads to substantial electron density in the σ*-
antibonding orbital of the S� S bond, which causes bond
elongation and consequently increased tilting of the aromatic
units along the central C� C bond of a given biphenyl
unit.[22,54–56] Uptake of the second electron was previously
associated with S� S bond rupture and further rotation around
the central C� C bond, in order to balance Coulombic repulsion
between the two thiolate groups and steric interactions
between two connected phenyl subunits.[22,54–56] Due to the
chemical similarities between terph(S2)2 and the previously
reported systems in Figure 1,[22,51–57] it seems reasonable to
assume that similar structural changes occur upon two-electron
reduction of terph(S2)2, leading to electrochemical irreversibility
of the electron transfer reactions.[51–53,57]

According to the simulations, the first reduction occurs at a
potential E1= � 1.55 V and the second reduction requires the
same potential E2= � 1.55 V (Table 1). This is in agreement with
literature reports on comparable disulfide-based systems, where
the second reduction occurs at essentially the same (potential
compression) or a less negative potential than the first
reduction (potential inversion) due to the large structural
changes.[51–57] The peak current of the first reduction wave of
terph(S2)2 is similar to the peak current observed for related
disulfide-biphenyl[22,55,56,59] and -bipyridine[52,54] systems, suggest-
ing that the initial two-electron reduction induces S� S bond
cleavage in one of the two disulfide moieties of terph(S2)2,
leading to a dithiolate species. The third and fourth reductions
were simulated with potentials of E3= � 1.85 V and E4= � 1.72 V,
indicating potential inversion. These results support the hypoth-
esis of two consecutive two-electron reductions of both
disulfide units leading to S� S bond cleavage and the formation
of a tetrathiolate species under electrochemical conditions.

UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy and photochemical reduction

The UV-Vis spectrum of terph(S2)2 features a prominent peak at
310 nm as well as absorption bands ranging into the visible

part of the spectrum (Figure 4). To identify the UV-Vis spectral
signatures of the twofold (terph(S2)2

2� ) and fourfold
(terph(S2)2

4� ) reduced (bis)disulfide species, we employed
electrochemical reduction in combination with UV-Vis absorp-
tion spectroscopy. Controlled potential coulometry of a 50 μM
solution of terph(S2)2 in THF under inert atmosphere at a
potential between the first and second reduction wave for
80 minutes resulted in the formation of terph(S2)2

2� .This species
shows a new, broad absorption band with λmax at 448 nm
(green trace in Figure 4), which vanishes again upon further
two-electron reduction to terph(S2)2

4� (black trace in Figure 4).
Next, we set out to investigate the ability of terph(S2)2 to

undergo photoinduced accumulation of multiple electrons.
Given the very negative third and fourth reduction potentials of
terph(S2)2 (see above), we chose tetrakis(dimeth-
ylamino)ethylene (TDAE) as a photoreductant, due to its excep-
tionally high excited-state oxidation potential of ca. � 3.8 V vs.
Fc+ /0.[75] TDAE has been previously employed as a stoichiometric
photoreductant in energetically highly unfavorable radical-type
hydrodehalogenation reactions.[76] In principle, TDAE is not an
efficient light-harvesting chromophore, and the rationale for
using this particular photoreductant is its unusually negative
excited-state oxidation potential. In a first experiment, a
solution of 3.3 mM terph(S2)2 and 5 equivalents of TDAE in C6D6
was irradiated with a 440 nm LED with a power output of 40 W.
This led to the reduction of terph(S2)2 and extrusion of sulfur
(likely in the form of sulfide),[53] yielding the thiophene species
terph(S)(S2) after an irradiation time of 24 h (Figure 5b and
Figure S19). The photochemical formation of terph(S)(S2) was
confirmed by high-resolution ESI mass spectrometry (see SI,
page S23) in addition to 1H NMR spectroscopy. Thiophene
formation in aromatic disulfide-based electron acceptors is
known to take place at elevated temperatures or under
reductive conditions.[54,57] In our case, it is conceivable that
terph(S)(S2) forms in two steps, via excitation of the twofold
reduced terph(S2)2

2� . This dithiolate species features the above-
mentioned absorption band between 400 and 550 nm (green

Figure 4. UV-Vis absorption spectra of terph(S2)2, terph(S2)2
2� and terph(S2)2

4�

obtained through electrochemical reduction at room temperature in dry, Ar-
saturated THF containing 0.2 M (nBu4N)(PF6).
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trace in Figure 4) and hence could absorb the 440 nm LED light
directly. Consequently, it seems possible that following initial
twofold reduction of terph(S2)2 to terph(S2)2

2� via photoexcited
TDAE, subsequent direct excitation of dithiolate terph(S2)2

2�

triggers sulfur extrusion to result in the formation of the
thiophene terph(S)(S2). Because terph(S2)2 also absorbs at
440 nm (Figure 4), it is furthermore possible that the initial

reduction step occurs via direct excitation and subsequent
reductive quenching of terph(S2)2 by TDAE.

When we increased the TDAE concentration from 5 to 15
equivalents, but kept all other reaction conditions constant, the
formation of terph(S)(S2) was markedly faster, reaching its peak
concentration already after a reaction time of 9 h (68% NMR-
yield, Figure 6). At even longer reaction times, the conversion of
terph(S)(S2) to yet another species started to become detectable
(Figure 6), manifesting by a new set of signals in the aromatic
region of the 1H NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture
(Figure S23). The appearance of these new signals parallels the
disappearance of the terph(S)(S2) resonances (Figure 6), sug-
gesting that conversion of terph(S)(S2) to the new species
occurs in a consecutive A!B!C overall reaction process, in
which A is terph(S2)2 and B is terph(S)(S2) (Figure 5).

After a reaction time of 45 h, no terph(S2)2 or terph(S)(S2)
was present anymore and the new species C was dominant in
the respective 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 5c and Figure S23).
However, when the reaction mixture containing species C was
exposed to air, a fast reaction back to terph(S)(S2) (species B)
was observed, as confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Fig-
ure S22). Thus it seems plausible that species C is the
thiophene-dithiolate terph(S)(S� )2, because dithiolates are usu-
ally easily oxidized under air.[54] The oxygen-sensitive nature of
the supposed terph(S)(S� )2 photoproduct did not allow further
direct analysis and consequently, in Figure 5c, the 1H NMR
spectrum of the reaction mixture containing terph(S)(S� )2 is
shown, whereas Figure 5b and d contain the spectra of the air-
stable reaction products after work-up. To circumvent the
oxygen-sensitivity issue, we aimed to intercept the presumed
species C, in order to obtain a stable compound that can be
properly characterized. Since thiolates are usually strong
nucleophiles,[77] we anticipated that 1-bromobutane would
readily react with terph(S)(S� )2 to form a characterizable doubly
alkylated product. Adding 7 equivalents of degassed 1-
bromobutane to a solution of terph(S)(S� )2 (prepared photo-

Figure 5. Top: Aromatic regions of the 1H NMR spectra of the different
species (A, B, C and D) obtained from photochemical reduction of terph(S2)2
(A) with the strong excited-state reductant TDAE in dry, Ar-saturated C6D6
under irradiation with a 440 nm LED at room temperature. The spectra
shown in panels a, b and d were recorded in CD2Cl2 after work-up, whereas
the spectrum shown in panel c was recorded in C6D6 without work-up. The
region of the solvent residual peak of C6D6 (7.1–7.2 ppm) is omitted from the
spectra for clarity. The asterisks in panel c mark the 13C satellites of the
solvent residual peak of C6D6. Bottom, e) Reactivity of terph(S2)2 based on
the experimental data shown in panels a to d.

Figure 6. Yields of the different terphenyl species in the reduction of 3.3 mM
terph(S2)2 with 15 equivalents of TDAE, performed in dry, deaerated C6D6
upon irradiation with a 440 nm LED at room temperature. Yields are
reported with respect to the internal standard 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene.
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chemically according to procedure 3 in the SI) and heating the
resulting solution to 40 °C for 28 h lead to formation of bench-
stable terph(S)(SBu)2 (Figure 5d) with 62% NMR yield deter-
mined relative to the internal standard 1,3,5-trimeth-
oxybenzene. 1H NMR and HRMS analysis (see SI, page S24)
confirm the formation of terph(S)(SBu)2, and we conclude that
species C is indeed the terph(S)(S� )2 compound, as suspected
above. It should be noted that the NMR-yield of terph(S)(S� )2 is
only ca. 60%, whereas the starting material terph(S2)2 is
completely consumed. We attribute this to possible deleterious
reaction pathways, which could be due to the very reactive
nature of photoexcited TDAE.

The results presented in this section illustrate that terph(S2)2
can not only be reduced electrochemically by up to four
electrons but is furthermore able to undergo photoinduced
multi-electron accumulation. The initial conversion of terph(S2)2
to terph(S)(S2) likely occurs via formation of terph(S2)2

2� with
photoexcited TDAE, and direct light absorption by this
dithiolate could then lead to the thiophene terph(S)(S2) (species
B), though the involved sequence of elementary steps cannot
be fully elucidated. The subsequent two-electron reduction of
terph(S)(S2) to terph(S)(S

� )2 presumably occurs by photoexcited
TDAE. Importantly, terph(S2)2 did not participate in any reaction
in the absence of light (Figure S27) or TDAE (Figure S28).
Analogously to other aliphatic amines,[80] TDAE can be expected
to act either as a one-electron or two-electron donor.

Conclusions

Photoinduced charge accumulation remains of considerable
interest to mimic natural systems relevant for artificial photo-
synthesis and the production of solar fuels.[11–38,51–58,78,79] In order
to expand the electron accumulation capacity of currently
known molecular acceptors for the temporary storage of
multiple redox equivalents, we report on the synthesis and
characterization of the bis(disulfide) electron acceptor
terph(S2)2, which can accumulate up to four electrons. Going
beyond the previously achieved accumulation of two redox
equivalents in molecular systems represents an important
advance in the direction of mastering light-to-chemical energy
conversion, complementing an early study of four-electron
accumulation in a molecular compound.[18] Compared to that
previously reported system, terph(S2)2 benefits from potential
inversion and potential compression enabled by structural
reorganizations in the course of its redox chemistry, which
facilitate the uptake of four electrons by over-compensating
Coulombic repulsion between the accumulated negative
charges. Based on our study, the concepts of potential inversion
and potential compression seem very promising for the
accumulation and temporary storage of more than two redox
equivalents under electro- and photochemical conditions.
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